
Preparing for the Dynamic Development Exam – Open Book research to test 

current areas of strength and areas for development 

1. Countries can be classified into 3 groups. Name each group and match 

the following examples [3] Stuck? p182-p184 or Ex Bks 

Group Example 
 Japan 

 Brazil 
 Ethiopia 

 

2a. Odd one out from the following list:   trade balance, GNI, % employed in 

tertiary industries, life expectancy [1]  Stuck? p184 or Ex Bks 

2b. How does your chosen indicator help to show how developed a country is? 

[2] 

2c. What ‘type’ of indicator is your chosen odd one out’ [1] 

3a. Read the following definitions then decide which one is describing 

‘absolute poverty’ and which one is describing ‘relative poverty’ [2] 

People lack the minimum income to maintain the standard of living of the 

average citizen in their country = absolute or relative? 

People are deprived of basic human needs like access to food, water and 

sanitation = absolute or relative? 

3b. What do geographers mean when they use the term development? [3] 

Stuck? p180 or Ex Bks 

4. Study the employment graph shown below.  Stuck? p228 

a) Describe the trend for secondary (manufacturing) employment [3] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5a. List THREE physical factors that can affect a country’s level of development 

[3] Stuck? p188-202 or Ex Bks 

Secondary employment 



5b. Explain how these physical factors can affect how developed a country can 

become [3] Stuck? p188-202 or Ex Bks 

5c. Explain how disease (a human factor) might affect a country’s 

development. [4]  Stuck? p188-202 or Ex Bks 

 

6a. What is debt? [1] Stuck? p193 or Ex Bks 

6b. Why are some countries in debt? [2]  

6c. An LIDC wants to develop. It has two options to choose from – trade and 

borrowing money. Discuss the disadvantages of each strategy [6]   Own 

ideas/notes 

7a. What is a TNC? [1] Stuck? p206-207 

7b. Name ONE TNC [1] 

7c. Where do they locate their business operations and why? [4] 

7d. Evaluate the impact of a transnational company on a named location 

(include advantages and disadvantages for the country it is operating in) [6] 

 

8.  A student is comparing two variables, GNI and life expectancy. Stuck? p186 

or Ex Bks 

a. What sort of graph would he/she draw? [1] 

b. What sort of correlation might he/she expect to find? [1] 

c. What ‘a’ or ‘o’ word might be used to describe ‘exceptions to the rule’? [2] 

 

9a. Zambia is an example of an LIDC – locate it [2] Stuck? p196 or Ex Bks 

9b. Which stage of Rostow’s Model has it reached? [1] Stuck? p198-p199 read 

& think 

10. Define the following key terms        a) import        b) export     [2] 

11. ‘The most sustainable way for an LIDC to develop is through a top down 

approach’.  To what extent do you agree with this statement? [12]  [3]  

Stuck? Read pages p210-p213 


